This Special Issue brings together a diverse collection of papers analysing children's literature, film, and animation, all of which represent aspects of Asian culture and the Asian diaspora. Importantly, the issue provides a forum through which a range of academics and scholars -both from within and from beyond Asia -can bring greater attention to children's written and visual texts, reflect upon the social and cultural mores represented in those texts, and discuss the issues that concern Asian children and society, both past and present.
In the particular is contained the universal.
James Joyce (Qtd. in Arthur Power, From the Old Waterford House, London: Mellifont,1944, 65) This Special Issue brings together a diverse collection of papers analysing children's literature, film, and animation, all of which represent aspects of Asian culture and the Asian diaspora. Importantly, the issue provides a forum through which a range of academics and scholars -both from within and from beyond Asia -can bring greater attention to children's written and visual texts, reflect upon the social and cultural mores represented in those texts, and discuss the issues that concern Asian children and society, both past and present.
The broad spectrum of children's and young adults' literature and other forms of visual media constitute categories that are not easily defined, crossing over as they do with numerous other genres and subgenres, just as the definition of Asia in itself is also tenuous. Yet, amid these broad referential points, connections may be made. The prevailing threads that run through many of these stories are the changing issues that confront children in the contemporary societies of Asia, and despite the concerns often represented in the narratives, concerns which express themselves socio-culturally and often in relation to gender or economic imbalances, the clearest unifying thread is the underlying belief in the need for human connection and guidance. As such, though the issues raised in these essays and in the texts they discuss may from their content often be seen to be regional and localised, they are, in many ways, very much universal in their import, in the lessons they teach, and in the questions they ask.
Folklore is an intriguing and eclectic genre of children's literature which has traditionally functioned in terms of entertainment but also as a didactic tool, reinforcing (but at times questioning) social processes and structures. In the opening essay, Sharifah Aishah Osman discusses the Langkawi folkloric legend of Mahsuri, a subversive tale that, in its brutality and violence, ideologically questions the position of the female in a patriarchal society, and draws attention to the plight of the disenfranchised. Osman looks at the adaptation of this tale and its representation of the subjugated female in two contemporary Malaysian texts that have adopted Of course, any discussion of children and children's literature invariably involves depictions of their reliance on, or separation from, the family unit. Raj Gaurav Verma draws attention to this crucial aspect of the genre in his discussion of the role of parents, and the implications of their absence in children's lives, through a selective survey of children's literature, with specific reference to the dynamics of child/parent relationships in a range of stories by Indian authors, including Mulk Raj Anand, R.K. Narayan, Kalpana Swaminathan, Anita Nair, Harshikaa Udasi, Ruskin Bond, and Kamala Das, among others. Verma analyses these dynamics but also asserts that the lessons fundamental to the traditional Eurocentric fairy tale trope now bear limited relevance in terms of contemporary Indian society and the issues confronting these children. In the penultimate article, Li Lifang provides an analysis of the theorizing of children's literature over the last century in China, its initial external influences and its development of the themes and contexts which reflect Chinese society and national goals, but which also reflect the increasing importance and power of the genre. Li's essay primarily focuses on value systems and how those values are constructed in the criticism of children's literature within China, and proposes a system of value evaluation that covers five crucial areas of research and assessment.
In the final essay, Jabeen Fatima brings to readers' attention the Indian Bengali author Mahasweta Devi's The Armenian Champa Tree (2000) , which relates the story of a young boy, Mato, who is forced to flee from his village with his goat when it is demanded as a sacrifice. The story is set during the Great Bengal famine of 1770 and relates to both oral and written forms of Indian history emphasising, in particular, the subversive power of oral traditions on written history, but also the dangers of the superstitions that are deeply ingrained in some traditional societies. Fatima is particularly concerned with the nature of culture and cultural beliefs, how they are formed and propagated, and how these errant beliefs and prejudices act to the detriment of the greater group.
Images in children's literature form a crucial component of storytelling, whether in conjunction with language or as an independent visual narrative. We are fortunate to be able to include in this issue Kok Su Finally, it would be deeply remiss of me not to note that such a project could not have been undertaken without a collaborative effort. My thanks, in particular, go to Professor Sharmani Patricia Gabriel for her guidance, patience, hard work, and wisdom, and to those at Universiti Malaya and elsewhere who worked tirelessly -and continue to work -on the technical aspects of this journal. And, of course, my thanks to the scholars who, from within Asia and from across the seas, gave of their time to produce insightful articles and to ask thought-provoking questions. The diversity in these contributions is readily apparent yet despite this, there remains an admirable unity of purpose. Each writer has in various ways, whether that be by introducing new material to other eyes, whether through providing context or historical background, or by questioning assumptions, stereotypes, and inequities, provided blocks upon which to build and issues upon which to ruminate. To paraphrase John Donne's words and, perhaps ironically, apply them to the Asian themes -and global connections -that run through this Special Issue, every contribution is a piece of the continent, a part of the main.
